Abstract. We prove that every irreducible component of every fibre of Lagrangian fibrations on holomorphic symplectic manifolds is a Lagrangian subvariety. Especially, Lagrangian fibrations are equidimensional.
Introduction
We begin with the definition of Lagrangian subvarieties . Note that this notion does not depend on the choice of ν. We prove the following theorem. Remark. The author does not know whether there exists an example such that B is not smooth.
Definition 1. Let X be a complex manifold with a holomorhpic symplectic form ω. A subvariety Y is said to be a Lagrangian subvariety if dim Y = (

Proof of Theorem 1
We refer the following theorem due to Kollár [ 
Thenω is a torsion element in H 0 (B, R 2 f * O X ) since a general fibre of f is a Lagrangian subvariety. In addition, ω X ∼ = O X . Henceω is zero in H 0 (B, R 2 f * O X ) by Theorem 2. We derive a contradiction assuming that there exists an irrducible component of a fibre of f which is not a Lagrangian subvariety. The letter V denotes an non Lagrangian component. We take an embedding resolution π :X → X of V . LetṼ be the proper transform of V . We will show that π * ω is not zero in
it is obious by the definition. If dim V > (1/2) dim X, we take a smooth point q ∈ V such that π is isomorhpic in a neighborhood of q. Since dim V > (1/2) dim X and ω is nondegenerate, the restriction of ω on the tangent space of V at q is nonzero. Because π is isomorphic in a neighborhood of q, π * ω is not zero in
). Take the complex conjugate, π * ω is not zero in H 2 (Ṽ , OṼ ). Thereforeω is not zero in H 2 (V, O V ). Let p := f (V ) and X p := f −1 (p). We consider the following morphism:
Thenω is zero in R 2 f * O X ⊗ k(p) and nonzero in H 2 (V, O V ). That is a contradiction.
